DL Yachts wins the “INVICTUS Most Innovative 80’-120’” award
For the second year running, DL Yachts has won a major award from the Invictus Yachts
Trophies event organised annually by the Luxmedia Group at the Cannes Yachting Festival to
honour the world’s finest new vessels.
The winning craft on this occasion is the DL Yachts Dreamline 34m, which for reasons beyond
the yard’s control could not be shown at the French event but was viewed by the jury on the
water at Fano where it is currently moored.
This is a genuinely innovative yacht both in terms of its styling and a slew of technical
solutions that put it at the cutting-edge of its segment.
The 34m won its award for its impressive design and technological content. This latest plaudit
flanks the award won at the same event last year by the first model in the Dreamline range,
the DL Yachts Dreamline 26m.
The meticulous design and engineering lavished by Giuseppe Arrabito on the new craft’s hull
and Enrico Gobbi’s T4 Design on the lines and interiors produced a 34-metre with a winning
combination of superb seakeeping abilities and generous living space both inside and on deck.
The company CEO Paolo Bencivenni declared: “We are very proud indeed to have been
presented with this award for the second time. The DL Yachts Dreamline 34m is major leap
forward for us towards completing our fleet which currently numbers six examples of the
Dreamline 26m, unveiled officially just last year, and two examples of the Dreamline 34m,
both of which are sold with one already in build. This particular award confirms to us that we
are on the right path, although given the yachts sold so far, the first endorsement of our
choices really came from our clients. Our range is highly structured and while we probably
can’t hope to win awards in every size category we’ll be tackling, we are confident the design
platform all the models share, which delivers exceptional liveability, performance and
comfort, is the key factor in the success we are encountering on the market.”
The entire Dreamline range delivers stand-out performance figures, thanks to the adoption of
a modern naval design developed by engineer Giuseppe Arrabito in addition to lines and
ergonomics developed with meticulous care by Enrico Gobbi and T4 Design. The philosophy
underpinning the development of the Dreamline range is the brainchild of the yard’s founder,
engineer Peter Zuber who oversees the entire process and drives the development of
innovative solutions.
DL Yachts has thus far caught the public and media’s attention because of the impressive
technical characteristics, exceptional construction quality and superb styling of its yachts.

